Integrates without coding
Captures, stores and shares
any file format
Provides data analysis for
better decision-making
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Integrate ECM with your core to manage
information and reduce data silos
By integrating your core banking platform with OnBase by Hyland’s enterprise
content management (ECM) solution, you unleash the full potential of your
current and future technology investments. OnBase seamlessly integrates with
your existing core system so representatives never have to leave their familiar
environments to find what they need.
Users answer customer and member questions quickly and accurately because
they don’t have to search for information. They find it easily in OnBase.

Stores data
efficiently and
securely

Delivers information from
any of your core platforms

Captures any file format
Provides data analysis for
better decision-making

Integrates with any
of your core platforms

Allows systems to communicate and share information
OnBase integrates without the need for custom coding or reliance on your
IT department – even with core platforms that inhibit integrations. With an
annual release, OnBase stays current with new technologies, making your
investment future-proof.
OnBase easily integrates with core banking platforms by:
• COCC

• Fiserv, Inc.

• Corelation Inc.

• Jack Henry & Associates, Inc.

• D+H

• Tememos

“With 3,000 users and an
integration to Hancock’s
all-important FIS core banking
system, OnBase is deeply
embedded throughout the
organization.”
– Scott Watson, vice president and director,
Information Services, Hancock Holding Company

• FIS

™

Captures, stores and shares content – across the enterprise
By capturing, storing and managing documents and information electronically
in a secure, central location, users in any department have instant access to
whatever they need. Decreasing your dependency on paper also optimizes
processes and decreases costs and risks.
Relying on paper begins with unnecessary storage costs and usually ends with
lost documents, audit issues and fines. With OnBase, you manage electronic
documentation according to easily configurable retention periods, with
automatic destruction when necessary. And, not only is access instant, it’s also
secure, with audit trails automatically detailing who accessed what and when,
as well as what actions they took.
Most core systems only handle banking documents, so they can’t span your
entire enterprise. OnBase is built to be flexible, so it can capture any type of
document type, including any type of report from cores. And, you can deploy
it in a single department or enterprise-wide. It’s all up to you and your needs.
Not another information silo, OnBase is an easily accessible, central location
that stores and manages all your content.

Provides data analysis for better decision-making
With advanced data analysis, you gain meaningful insight about trends. You’re
also empowered to make better decisions to support growth. OnBase also
gives organizations increased transparency into documents, information and
processes. Executives and managers gain improved visibility using a dashboard
that presents an overview of critical information in one easy-to-read screen, so
they see how processes are working in real time.
Not only does it increase the ability to share information internally
and externally, OnBase also helps identify roadblocks and measure the
effectiveness of processes. By measuring key performance indicators and
process statistics, management optimizes processes, creating a competitive
advantage in the marketplace.
Improved data accuracy also equates to increased worker efficiency, so they
focus on the real core of your business: customers and members.
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